
VIEW IN BROWSER

Exploring Oaxaca, one is humbled by the fact that the diversity of mezcal is only eclipsed by the diversity of 
its culture. Wild and authentic, generations of mezcaleros have been perfecting the craft of making mezcal 
deep in the mysterious mountains of southern Oaxaca, Mexico.Vago believes in walking away from the 
beaten path, and losing themselves in the hills, and in searching out the extraordinary… and that’s exactly 
what they did.

SHOP NOW

A STORY ABOUT LOVE, MEZCAL, AND ALMOST DRINKING GASOLINE

Every great discovery begins as a quest for the simplest of things…

15 years ago, Judah Emanuel Kuper was just trying to find breakfast. What he ended up finding was paradise 
in the remote corners of Mexico, where he immersed himself into the culture and tradition that would lead him 
to bringing back some of the finest mezcals to the rest of the world.

MEZCAL VAGO!

Authenticity. Transparency. Sustainability. 
This is connoisseur mezcal.  

READ THE FULL STORY

The Vago Story

The full Vago Mezcal range will be available to purchase on our online platform.

Established in 2020, Navigate World Whisky™ (Pty) Ltd is a distributor of world-class fine spirits with the 

ambition of bringing excellence to the market. We are the proud representatives in Southern Africa of several 

iconic distilleries and brands, in addition to our exclusive NWW bottlings.
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Follow us on social media

SHOP NOW

These single small batches are made naturally on traditional small family farms, by multi-generational produc-
ers who now supply this incredible high-proof alcohol content to the Vago brand exclusively and now we bring 
it to you…

DUST OFF A BOTTLE AND DRINK IT IN

SHOP NOW

ENSAMBLE 
(EMIGDIO JARQUIN)

Single Palenque, 50.8%
NWW Exclusive

SHOP NOW

ELOTE 
(HIJOS DE AQUILINO GARCIA)

Single Palenque, 50.2%
NWW Exclusive

SHOP NOW

ENSAMBLE EN BARRO 
(TIO REY)

Single Palenque, 50%
NWW Exclusive

Utilising 100% natural agricultural methods, Mezcal Vago 
harvests both wild and cultivated agave that are selected for peak 
maturity.

Once harvested, the starch-rich piñas - or hearts – of the agave 
are roasted underground for allowing the starches to breakdown 
into simple fermentable sugars.

Once the roasted piñas have cooled, the mezcaleros ferment the 
sugar-rich agave in wooden tanks, adding only water and using 
the ambient yeast in the air to convert sugar into alcohol.

No yeast is added – natural airborne yeast in the southern 
Oaxacan regions allows fermentation to happen organically. 

Using either a three-ton stone wheel, or 20-pound wooden 
mallets, the mezcaleros crush the soft agave fibres to release the 
sugars hidden inside. 

The striking bottle labels are the work of Mexican graphic 
designer Abraham Lule, and the label production is done by hand.

These labels are produced from 100% recycled agave fibres that 
are salvaged from the left-over mash, post-distillation thanks to 
Eric Ramirez.

A NATURAL APPROACH 
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